Natural History
Society
Society In-charges
Rajesh Kumar Dhaiya
Nitin Kumar Vashishtha
Paresh Mahawar

This year school arranged and started museum based learning for the boys of Classes VII and VIII where boys
studied the different materials kept in the museum and natural history society section and related with their
CBSE course. They use the museum as a tool for learning different things.
Society members also take boys on campus and out of campus rounds in different seasons to make them
understand about the behavior of animals during different seasons and to know about the periodic changes
in plants inside the campus and outside the campus.
This year we also started the rabbit park near our school aviary and boys of natural history society pay daily
visits to these places look after the different animals in both the places along with the study of animal body
shape, size, behavior and reproduction.
We also regularly visit the Mayo lake to study about migratory birds along with the bird watching society
members to know more about them.
In our Biology labs we conducted the dissection of frog, non poisonous snakes and birds to show them to the
boys and to make them understand the anatomy of these animals and preserve them in the laboratory for
further use.

Quiz
Society
Teacher In-charge
Mr Ujjwal Mukherjee

The year started with the participation of Mayo Boys
in P.G. Miller Memorial Quiz 2016 at Daly College,
Indore where their performance was satisfactory. In
the month of September three boys from our
school had participated for a business quiz at
Lawrence School, Sanawar.

team of Modern School, Barakhamba, New Delhi
came first and the winner of the last year, NDA,
Khadwasla was the runner up.
The Quiz Master for the Gibson Quiz was
Mr. Ajay Poonia.

The 22nd Padamshree JTM Gibson Quiz was yet
again a successful event with a large number of
teams participating in the competition. Six teams
made it to the final round on the stage out of the ten
that appeared in the qualifying round. Our school
team comprised Rakshit Jalan and Gurmat Brar. The
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